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The information in this guide is for informational purposes only.
I am not an adoption professional. Any advice or resources given in
this guide are based on my opinion, research, and experience.
The material in this guide may include information, products or
services by third parties. Third party materials comprise of the
products and opinions expressed by their owners. As such, I do not
assume responsibility or liability for any third party material or
opinions.
No part of this publication shall be reproduced or sold in any form
without the prior written consent of the author.
Users of this guide are advised to do their own due diligence when it
comes to making adoption decisions. All information, products, and
services that have been provided should be independently verified by
your own qualified professionals.
Feel free to share this ebook with other people – your friends,
relatives, anyone who may benefit from it. If you would like to share
this book, please refer them to InfantAdoptionGuide.com so they can
sign up to receive their own FREE copy. Thank you for respecting the
hard work of this author.
________________________________________________
For my beautiful wife – we have been through so many struggles to
start our family – I love you so much.
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Introduction
Are you ready to adopt?
As you start the adoption process you will likely see some myths about domestic
infant adoption. Some say it is difficult and the wait time is really long. The reality
is much different. Current estimates show there are 25,000 to 30,000 infants
adopted domestically (excluding foster and relative adoption) every year. These
numbers are not compiled by the U.S. government as each state has its own set of
adoption laws (see adoption statistics). Still, the estimated number of domestic
adoptions is more than all international adoptions combined. In 2010, there were
11,058 children adopted from other countries.

You CAN adopt a baby in the U.S.
I wrote this guide to provide you with the
resources and inspiration to start the
domestic infant adoption process. As an
adoptive daddy, I understand what it is like
to start the process and not know where to
get good information. My wife and I
struggled for years to grow our family.
We‟ve learned a lot in our journey so my
prayer is that this guide will help you bring
home the baby of your dreams.

If at any point in reading this ebook you have some
questions, please contact me. You can best reach me
on Twitter (@Tim4Adoption) or on my Facebook page.
You can also send me an email at
tim@infantadoptionguide.com.
Thanks!
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1: Research & Learn

When my wife and I began looking into infant adoption we did lots of research. We
spent many hours reading. It felt like it would be forever before we started our family.
An internet search of „domestic infant adoption‟ will get thousands of hits. This can be
overwhelming, but you have to start learning somewhere, right? The first step is to find
out how the process works and what your options are.
Here are some places to start:

Books
Find and read some good adoption books. You
may have to skip over some parts that do not
apply to your situation but this will still help
you learn how the process works. Even if you
are not a big reader, take your time to find
some good books, as this will provide you with
some great information. See my Adoption
Resources page for my suggested reading list.

Websites
When you search the internet for information you‟ll dig
around a lot to find the good stuff. I‟ll help you cut down
your research time with some websites I recommend:
www.infantadoptionguide.com (my site – of course!)
www.adoptivefamilies.com(magazine site)
www.adoptionvoices.com (support forums)
www.childwelfare.gov (government info site)
www.letstalkadoption.com (adoption audio info site)
o

Adoption Agencies/Facilitators

You should begin evaluating them by finding out the kind of programs they offer. Most
will have an informational meeting that you can attend, so you should ask some good
questions like: What is your average placement time? What are your average fees? What
are your reclaim rates? It is important to talk to their references – people that have
successfully adopted through them. These links will help you get started:

 National Adoption Directory
 Adoption Professional FAQs

 Domestic adoption agency list
 Adoption Agency Ratings

Adoption Attorneys
Contact several local adoption attorneys and ask them which agency/facilitator they
have worked with and recommend. Ask about how domestic adoption works in your
state. Knowing some of the adoption laws will help the process go smoother and less
stressful for you. See how and why to choose an adoption attorney to learn more.
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2: Select Adoption Professional

There are many options to review as you select your adoption professional. You can
work with an agency, an attorney, a facilitator, or a combination of these. Check out
how to select an adoption professional in your state. Also, see my posts about
questions to ask an adoption professional. Here are some important adoption topics
that you should be prepared to talk about:

Open Adoption
At first you may be worried about how much contact that you want with a
birthmother. She may not have a clear idea of how much contact she wants either.
She simply wants to know that there are options. Open adoption has a wide range
of meaning. It can be sending regular letters and photos or having an ongoing
relationship where you talk often. Most adoption professionals want you to be as
open as you can be. Check out this article on open adoption.

Finances
Your financial resources play a big role in
adoption. Domestic infant adoptions have a
wide range of costs. Some statistics show
the majority cost between $10,000 and
$35,000. This depends on which adoption
professional you use, how far you need to
travel to where the birthmother is, and a
variety of other expenses. See domestic
adoption costs for more details.

Preferences

Waiting

Do you want to adopt a newborn,
Caucasian girl? Or are you open to
infants up to 6 months old and of
other races (Hispanic, AfricanAmerican, Asian, etc.)? Your
preferences can be difficult to
figure out because you want to
adopt a baby as soon as possible. It
is important to be honest with
yourself. Discuss this thoroughly
with your spouse and your social
worker before deciding on your
preferences.

How long will you have to wait to bring
home your baby? This is one of the
biggest questions adoptive couples have.
It may be the most difficult thing to do.
The toughest part is that no one can tell
you just how long you will have to wait. A
good question to ask your adoption
professional: how long is the average wait
for a couple to be placed with a baby?
See step #4 for more.
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3: Complete your Profile and Home Study

Now you are ready to start on your home study and profile. Both of these are important
and will take a while to complete. The good news is you can work on them at the same
time. Let me break down each of them to help make it easier to understand.

The Profile – Your First Impression
Your profile is a document given to a potential
birthmother. At the heart of it is a letter to her
describing you and your life with pictures to
support it. The profile is the birthmother‟s first
impression of you. Spending the time and effort
to get it completed will help you towards
putting your best foot forward.
The profile may be a website or a physical book,
or both. You can even include a short video or
audio clip explaining why you want to adopt.
Your adoption professional can help you with
suggestions about what to include, how long to
make it, what pictures to use, etc. Here is an
adoption profile service if you need help.

Here are some guidelines for your profile:

 Dear Birthmother letter –

 Action photos –

This is where you tell the birthmother
about yourselves such as how long
you‟ve been married, your education,
if you are a stay-at-home mom,
hobbies and interests, and reasons for
adopting (your short story about why
you want to adopt).

These are photos that show what you
are describing in your birthmother
letter. Action is the important thing
here – make sure that you are shown
doing something or interacting with
each other.

 Cover photo –

 Favorites page –

Have a professional picture taken of
you and your spouse that is a close
up. It is best to have it taken outside
with a soft background such as trees
or grass. Be sure your eyes and
smiles are easily seen.

This will add some specific personal
things so a birthmother can get to know
you better. Don‟t go too crazy with this.
Try to include 10-12 items per person.
It‟s a good idea to include more photos
that show off a few of your favorites.
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STEP # : Continued…
The Adoption Home Study:
All adoptive parents must have a home study
completed by a licensed social worker before they are
legally eligible for placement (able to bring home a
baby). This process involves preparing and educating
you as well as gathering information about who you
are. It is meant to ensure that children are matched
with families who can meet their needs in a secure,
loving, healthy, and caring home.
Requirements to complete a home study are different
from state to state. The costs range from $500 to
$3000. Home studies are generally only good for one
year. Then you will need to get it updated, which means
you'll have to redo some of the paperwork and pay
another (usually smaller) fee. Here are the parts of the
home study:

1. Informational meeting – this

2. Training – many states require or

3. Interviews – you meet face to

4. Background checks – states

is an introductory meeting with the
social worker. They will explain the
process to you and give you an
opportunity to ask questions.

face with a social worker in their
office. They‟ll ask questions that are
very personal but are meant to find
out who you are as a person, as a
couple, and as potential parents.

offer training for adoptive parents before
or during the home study. This training
helps you better understand adoption
issues.

require criminal and child abuse
record checks. You may also need to
get fingerprints taken, provide
health reports by your family doctor,
and give your financial information.

5. Home visits – these visits are to make sure your home is safe for a child. This isn‟t
a “white glove” inspection as you may have heard. The social worker is not inspecting
how perfectly tidy you are, but a certain level of order is necessary.
The home study process may seem lengthy and involved but it is here to help
prepare your family for adoption. You may feel that this process is a little over the
top. In other words, do we really have to go through all of this to “prove” that we‟re
worthy to be parents? Just try and remember why you are doing it – someday soon
you will be bringing home the baby you‟ve been dreaming about. Check out this
sample home study to see how it looks on paper after it is completed.
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#4: Hurry Up and Wait

How long will you have to wait to bring home your baby? This is one of the biggest
questions adoptive couples have. It is probably the most difficult thing to do
during your adoption journey. You are waiting until a birthmother is found who
wishes to match with you. The toughest part is that no one can tell you just how
long you will have to wait.
As my wife and I went through
our first adoption, we were so excited
to get our home study and profile
completed. But once everything was
done it felt like the process came to a
screeching halt. All we could do at this
point was to wait. We wanted to find
ways to keep busy and be proactive, so
here are some ideas we came up with
to help deal with the wait. Click here to
get the Free PDF version.

10 Things to do while you wait:
1. Adoption forums – go online and get support from other adoptive
couples. There are people that have successfully adopted and some that are in
the same boat you are. If you haven't looked into forums before, you will have
to register/sign up for them in order to interact with others. See my blog post
about adoption forums and check out some of the best adoption forums here:
adoptionvoices.com, adoption.com forum and adoptivefamiliescircle forum.
2. Read – plan to read some adoption blogs, books, and magazines to help you
to be more prepared for when you get “the call”. Find some domestic adoption
stories to inspire you. Check out Adoptive Families magazine. Look at
my Adoption Resources page for more ideas on what to read.
3. Blog/write/journal – this can help you keep busy and at the same time
provide a great story for your future child as you explain how excited you were
for their arrival. You can also show/educate your family on what you are going
through as you wait. There are many free blog sites out there. I recommend
using Wordpress. If blogging isn't your thing, you can always write in a journal
as you go through your adoption process.
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#4: Hurry Up and Wait -- continued…

4. Use social media –you can use the waiting time to get the word out that
you want to adopt. Facebook, Twitter, and other social media sites can help. If
you are not already signed up for these sites, you will find them easy to set up.
Now you can post links on Facebook or Twitter that point people to your
adoption blog or website for potential birthmothers to view.
5. Finish projects around the house -- if you are like me there are
always some projects around the house that you would like to complete. Maybe
it's painting a spare bedroom, or remodeling a bathroom. Whatever you have on
your "to do" list, get it done while you have the time. After you bring the baby
home, sleep will be your #1 priority not how great the bathroom looks.
6. Register for baby items -- you may think this is something difficult to do,
especially if you have dealt with infertility. Still, now is the time to get used to
the idea that you will be parents and you are going to need some things. Most
stores that have baby registries do not recognize adoption situations, but we've
found that Babies R Us does. Even if you don't register, it will help you to go
look at car seats, diaper bags, bottles, etc.
7. Training/Classes -- attend some parenting classes that include infant CPR,
how to change diapers, how to treat a common illness, etc. If you think you
would be uncomfortable attending a class with pregnant women, you can locate
specific adoptive parent training by contacting your local adoption agency. You
can also contact your local hospital and ask if they have classes for adoptive
parents or private training (possibly in your own home).
8. Join a local adoption support group -- this will help you deal with the
wait because you can interact with other couples who are waiting. These groups
regularly meet to support each other through the adoption process and beyond.
Go to the Adoptive Families site to find a local adoption support group.

9. Networking and Advertising – you never know where your birthmother
will come from. You can work on networking and advertising. One tip is to print
adoption cards. These are similar to business cards but say „we‟re adopting!‟
along with your picture, your first names, some info about you, and your contact
info. Go to Vistaprint.com for an inexpensive place to get quality cards printed.
10. PRAY – although this is number 10, it is certainly not the last thing to do
while you wait. Prayer is a big part of our lives and was definitely a big part of
our adoption journey. I highly recommend you include prayer. You know that it
is all in God‟s hands so why not talk to Him as much as possible – let Him know
your desire for a child. He answers prayer.
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#4: Hurry Up and Wait -- continued…

My personal adoption prayer story:
During the wait for our first adoption, I was getting a little frustrated with
God. After all of our waiting during fertility treatments, why do we have to
wait so much longer to start our family? Well, one day I was explaining this
to our priest and he had some prayer advice for me. He asked me what I
really wanted. I said that I want to be a daddy. He then asked, “what will it
take for that to happen?” I told him the first thing that needed to happen
was to get a call about a birthmother. So he said, “that is exactly what you
need to ask God for.” That conversation changed the way I prayed for
fatherhood – and it wasn‟t much longer until we did get “the call”.

My wife’s personal
adoption prayer story:
I felt my prayers change as we were
waiting. At the beginning, I prayed for a
baby and to be a mother. As time went
on, the prayers became different. I
found myself praying for the
birthmother God chose for us and for
the baby that was supposed to be part
of our family. Praying like this changes
your perspective – it‟s not all about you.
It‟s about becoming a family.

Even though the waiting is a very difficult time, you should enjoy yourselves by
doing some fun and relaxing things such as going out to dinner together, going on
vacation, and sleeping in when you can.
Ironically, my wife and I waited 9 months before getting matched with our
birthmother. This doesn't seem very long does it? In hindsight, it wasn't. But while
you are waiting and you cannot see where it will end, it seems like an eternity.
Remember that no matter how long you wait, you will bring home the baby of your
dreams. Keep praying, and don‟t give up!
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5: Match with a Birthmother

Now that you have endured the wait, the next step is making a match with a
birthmother. In most cases she has personally selected you to be the parents of her
baby. If your adoption professional is helping you with the birthmother search,
they may screen them and let you know when there is a potential match. If you are
doing your own search, you will be screening birthmothers yourself so be careful to
watch out for scams. See this article about how to avoid adoption scams.
Once you have found a birthmother that could be a match, then you are ready to
talk to her over the phone. Here are some tips we‟ve learned on how to talk to a
birthmother – especially for the first time.

Talking with a birthmother:
The first phone call is to find out more about each other and if you want
to set up a meeting or continue with phone calls. As nervous as you will
be, the birthmother will be just as nervous. Make sure to tell her how
excited you are to talk with her. Be concerned about her and try to talk to
her like a friend. Don‟t throw too many questions at once – let her take
the lead with what she wants to talk about.

Here are some things to ask:











How are you feeling?
What is your due date?
Where do you live?
Do you have other children?
What are your hopes and dreams for your child?
Have you found a doctor?
Does your family know that you are pregnant?
What would you like to know about us?
What type of contact are you hoping for after the adoption?
Would you like to talk again – or meet in person (if possible)?

When considering a match, you should try and meet in person and/or
talk on the phone several times. It may take some time before you decide
to go forward with a match. Once you‟ve agreed to match, you should
contact an adoption attorney. Your adoption professional can refer you
to an attorney in your home state and in the birthmother's home state.
The attorney will help you with the next steps you need to take. They will guide you
on how to handle birthmother expenses, the ICPC (Interstate Compact on the
Placement of Children), and how to complete the finalization process. We‟ll talk
about these things in steps 6 and 7.
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6: Placement – Bring home the baby!

When you‟ve reached this point in your adoption
journey, you will be on cloud nine! You have been
matched for some period of time and now you‟re
ready to bring home your baby. This is what‟s
called the placement process.
For this to happen, the birthmother needs to sign
the consent forms – where she terminates her
parental rights. If this is an interstate adoption
(adopting from another state) then there is an
approval process (ICPC) that has to happen before
you are able to bring home the baby.
There are a lot of variables to the placement process, so what you go through may
be a little different. Here‟s generally how it works.

The placement process:
The call will come from your adoption professional letting you know
the baby is ready to be placed with you. In interstate adoptions you‟ll
need to travel to the city and state where the birthmother lives. You‟ll
need to find a hotel that will be comfortable for you to care for the baby
for a few weeks.
In most cases, you will go to meet the birthmother. There are situations
where you may not get the call until she has already signed the consent
forms and you don‟t get to meet her.
In most newborn adoptions, the birthmother will have to wait for a
period of time after the birth before she is allowed to sign the consent
form. This depends on the adoption laws in each state. Some states say
that signed consent forms are final immediately, while others have
some period of time where a birthmother can change her mind. Your
adoption professional will help you understand this for your situation.
Once you have the baby placed in your arms, you may have some mixed
feelings. You are so excited to finally have a baby yet feeling sad for the
birthmother. She may not see the baby except through pictures or
videos or occasional visits – or not at all.
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6: Continued…

TIP:

Remember to be extra sensitive to the birthmother‟s needs since she is going
through very difficult physical and emotional stress. I suggest that you prepare
ahead of time what gift(s) you will bring her. Don‟t underestimate how much she
would appreciate simply bringing her a magazine or dinner (nobody really likes
hospital food!) Be sure to check with your adoption attorney because there may
be state laws that restrict or prohibit giving gifts to a birthmother.
When my wife and I went to bring home our little girl as a newborn, it was an
emotional roller coaster for us. We were able to spend some time at the hospital
caring for the baby and birthmother as much as we could. When we left the
hospital we were so excited to finally start our family. We also felt very sad for the
birthmother. We hugged her and cried with her, promised to send pictures,
letters, and videos as soon as possible. She is a very strong woman, who made a
very loving decision for her baby. Be sure to find out the best ways you can care
for your birthmother – showing her your love and support.
In an interstate adoption, there are ICPC (Interstate Compact for the
Placement of Children) rules. This is
an agreement between
states that governs the
placement of children
when they are adopted
from someone from
another state. So, if you are
living in New York and the
baby is born in Texas, the
ICPC rules will apply. Your
adoption professional will
help you with this, but it is
good to understand the
basic rules.
The ICPC is an approval process that requires some documentation to
be processed so both states are satisfied that a proper placement is
happening. This usually takes 1 to 3 weeks and will require you and the
baby to stay in the state where they were born.
See answers to common questions straight from the ICPC folks.
Finally, when the ICPC paperwork is approved you’ll get the
call from a social worker or attorney telling you to go home!
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7: Finalization

After all of the time you have spent getting ready,
completing paperwork, waiting, hoping, praying –
you finally have brought home your baby. This is
one of the most thrilling things you‟ll get to do in
your life – moments you will never forget.
Now that you are home, what do you do?
Here is what my wife and I did:
 We spent a lot of time caring for our new little
one, especially feeding and changing diapers.
 We worried about every weird baby noise or
potential problem – so we pretty much kept the
pediatrician‟s number on speed dial.
 We got our house in order – this meant buying
more baby supplies and trying to figure out where
to keep them all so they were handy to get to. We
also had lively discussions about who would get
up in the middle of the night for the next feeding.

So what is finalization? It is the time after you bring your baby home and when your
state says the adoption is final. This could be anywhere from a month to a year, based
on the state. Depending on the law, you may have a social worker complete some post
placement visits at your home. These are meant to make sure everything is going well
with you and your new baby. When you are at the end of the finalization period, you will
appear in court with your baby and your adoption attorney. The judge will ask you some
simple questions. You will sign some more paperwork – and you are done!
This is a very special day – a lot of adoptive families refer to this as their
“gotcha” day, when the adoption is legally complete.
When my wife and I adopted our daughter,
some of our family went to the courthouse
with us to witness the event and help us
celebrate. The judge was happy to preside
over our proceeding because it was rare for
him to have a happy occasion in the
courtroom. The one question that we were
surprised to hear at our adoption hearing
was, “Do you love her?” We said YES as we
were choking back tears.

Some final words…
I have absolutely loved writing this for you and I am so excited that you are interested
in domestic infant adoption.
Please check out my story about How I Became A Daddy on www.MomatLast.com.
Remember that thousands of adoptive families before you have successfully adopted
a baby in the U.S. and you can too.
If you have an extra moment, tell me what you think about this ebook. Also, I
am very interested to hear where you are in your adoption journey, so please
share your story.
Click on my email address below. I read every email, so don’t be afraid to say hi!
You can follow me on Twitter (@tim4adoption), and join my Facebook Fan Page.
Thanks again, and may God bless you with a baby very soon!

tim@infantadoptionguide.com
This ebook is a quick guide on how the domestic infant adoption
process works. I sincerely hope it has given you the information
and inspiration to begin your own journey.

